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A modern solution that turns your grey view green

A beautiful, lush garden or green balcony is the stuff of dreams for many people. An outdoor space
where you can sit back and relax, away from the buzz of busy modern life. Getting a place like that
doesn’t have to be complicated: everyone can create a green view! The elho greenville collection
consists of easy plant pots that take the pressure off plant care, with hanging varieties that turn even
the smallest balconies into a green nirvana.
Nature’s green, modern black or vintage brique: the elho greenville pots are available in subtle
colours that support the natural beauty of your plants. With a handy, built-in water reservoir, you don’t
have to worry about giving your plants too much or too little water: the pot stores any excess water
supply.
New in the greenville collection are two hanging pots, developed to shine on your balcony. The
round, 20cm diameter pot can hold one plant, and the 45cm double pots hold several. You can
easily attach the pots to your balcony railing, where they will stay even during a heavy storm, thanks
to the extra fixators. Like the other pots in the collection, the plant hangers come with a built-in water
reservoir, so your plants will never get wet feet.
Just like many other collections found at elho, the greenville plant hanger single and long are made
with recycled plastic and will last for years to come. Done their duty? The pots are fully recyclable.
An easy, green choice that puts a smile on your face and helps your plants grow wild.

Available from 1. January 2020

About ellho
The family company elho is proud to be the market leading innovator in the synthetic pottery
market and has been focusing for more than 55 years on the sustainable development of new
collections produced in the Netherlands. The collection is now sold in more than 75 countries.
Elho knows that nature makes you happy! Thanks to nature you feel healthier and it gives a big
energy boost. That is why elho wants to bring nature in the place you call home. Every day again.
Elho makes it as beautiful and easy as possible, always with nature in mind.
Give room to nature.
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